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Larry Briney is a graduate of LIFE Bible College, Los Angeles, Class of 1956, and is currently Associate Pastor of Valley
Christian Center in Fresno, California. He has been in active ministry for 53 years, having served churches in Illinois for 5
years, in Eureka, California for 24 years, and in Fresno, California for nearly 24 years. He and his wife Beth have been
married for 55 years and have 3 children, 5 grandchildren, and 3 great grandchildren. Larry is a speaker, writer,
counselor, multi-media creator, and Macintosh Computer consultant. He has traveled extensively in the Middle East and
has led 14 groups on study tours of Israel and other countries in the Mediterranean region.
This collection of literature attempts to compile many classics that have stood the test of time and offer them at a
reduced, affordable price in an attractive volume so that everyone can enjoy them.
Are you the unhappy type? Always getting sad and angry at yourself? I want you to know that happiness is totally up to
you, it comes from within. To create your own happiness, it's your full responsibility then if the world contributes, it's a
bonus. When you are happy, you have a meaningful life, you make your actions, your choices, and your moments count.
Guccione Marco, the author, describes in this book how staying happy can be the only key or way to breaking out when
one is stuck in this life that is full of stress and work. He focuses on finding true happiness in our day to day activities.
How happiness can make you the fulfil being you have always wanted to be. If you must know, life is the waves in the
ocean of being. Sometimes, that ocean is calm and other times there are storms brewing. No matter what life brings
remember it's your life and you deserve to be happy. This book further discusses "Happiness" as a line of life that must
be followed. Its expresses the basic principles of happiness and how you can attain true happiness that will flow from
within. Also, it teaches how to stay happy no matter the challenges you are facing. Getting this book will definitely change
your life. It is the real and the best guide book on how to be happy and stay happy. Don't miss out, you merit true
happiness. Your happiness is your full responsibility!!!
You sick of your job, co-workers, or your boss? Like activities? Then this adult activity book is made for you.Featuring 75
Adult Activities: Dot-to-Dot, Word Searches, Mazes, Fallen Phrases, Word Tiles, Find the Shadow, Spot the Difference,
Coloring Nanograms, Brick-by-Brick, Word Scramble, and Much More
A SIMPLE JOURNAL: This journal is built with clarity and simplicity. You can now record all of your home brews or coffee
shop experiences in a simple and easy template that covers all of the information you'll want to know. The layout is
spread across two pages and is designed with simplicity and beauty in mind. RECORD EXPERIENCES: This coffee
journal allows you to not only record your favorite home brew recipes and rate them, but also record experiences you've
had. If you're a traveler who frequents coffee shops, this little journal will be a great companion in recording the various
exotic coffees you've tried. HOME BARISTA NERDS: This journal was built for coffee nerds. If you have 16 gadgets at
home to help you create the perfect brew, this journal will help you record recipes, track changes in your brew, and keep
a journal log of your best home brews. This journal is approx 8" x 5" and contains 120 pages of the most detailed coffee
journal template around.
What happened to the fun times of our childhood? Are they really gone - or have we forgotten how to play and explore
now that we are adults? If you have lost your time to play, join Michael as he explores how to recover from growing up in
an illusory world and create a grounded life.
Perhaps the hardest thing about following Christ is translating our good intentions into deeds. Christ calls us, and we
yearn to answer him, but time and again we lose resolve. Is discipleship really possible today? Many of the selections in
this book offer answers to specific needs or problems. Others grapple with broader themes such as world suffering,
salvation, and the coming of the kingdom of God. All of them pulsate with conviction and compassion, giving fresh hope
to those who find themselves lonely or disheartened in the daily search to follow Christ. J. Heinrich Arnold served for
many years as elder of the Bruderhof, a Christian communal movement. "Discipleship" contains writings, letters, and
talks from his forty years of service as pastor, marriage counselor, educator, and parent.
Unlike some other reproductions of classic texts (1) We have not used OCR(Optical Character Recognition), as this leads
to bad quality books with introduced typos. (2) In books where there are images such as portraits, maps, sketches etc
We have endeavoured to keep the quality of these images, so they represent accurately the original artefact. Although
occasionally there may be certain imperfections with these old texts, we feel they deserve to be made available for future
generations to enjoy.
A practical guide to opening and running a successful Independent Coffee Shop, essential reading for all Entrepreneurs.
Don't open your coffee shop until you have read this How to select your coffee shop location How to get a great team for
your coffee shop How to provide WOW service How to choose what to sell in your coffee shop The importance of a good
layout in your coffee shop How to choose the equipment for a new coffee shop How to run your coffee shop How to keep
in financial control of your coffee shop How to sell your coffee shop The coffee shop success formula This is a highly
practical book with very sound advice. Andrew & Claire are hugely experienced in the industry, and more importantly
over several locations. So make sure you read it with a marker pen in your hand. Take all of their advice - it might just
prevent you from making some very expensive mistakes.' John Richardson - The Coffee Boys 'Straight forward,
independent, no-nonsense advice is not easy to find. This is a must read book for every budding and existing coffee shop
entrepreneur. Even if you do not own a coffee shop, read it for great business advice.' Martyn Herriott - Beverage
Standards Association Andrew & Claire Bowen opened their first franchised coffee shop in 2007, after leaving senior
roles in retail and healthcare. Within eighteen months they had opened three outlets and had over 1m turnover. In 2011
they developed their own independent format, which they continue to run. They support coffee shop owners worldwide as
founders of Cafe Success Hub."
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A Guest Book for people who love coffee. Perfect for keeping track of everything. 9 inches x 6 inches 110 lined pages
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The Miracle! In this book Nicholas presents you a practical, unique, subliminal, very simple, detailed method of how to Transcend
the Daily Grind, Deal with the Tough Stuff, and Discover Your Strongest Self. You will feel the effects immediately and the results
will appear very quickly! So it was in my case. You will not achieve fulfillment and happiness until YOU become the architect of
your own reality. Imagine that with a few moments each day, you could begin the powerful transformation toward complete control
of your own life and well being through this unique, subliminal method combined with positive affirmations. The order of words is
extremely important for every book written by Nicholas. These are arranged to be traversed in a certain way so as to eliminate
certain blockages in the human being, blockages that are bringing disease or failure on various plans. You don't need a big chunk
of your time or expensive programs. Everything is extremely simple! Health, money, prosperity, abundance, safety, stability,
sociability, charisma, sexual vitality, erotic attraction, will, optimism, perseverance, self-confidence, tenacity, courage, love, loving
relationships, self-control, self-esteem, enthusiasm , refinement, intuition, detachment, intelligence, mental calm, power of
concentration, exceptional memory, aspiration, transcendence, wisdom, compassion. You have the ability to unlock your full innerpotential and achieve your ultimate goals. This is the age-old secret of the financial elite, world class scholars, and Olympic
champions. For example, when you watch the Olympics, you'll find one consistency in all of the champions. Each one closes their
eyes for a moment and clearly affirms & visualizes themselves completing the event flawlessly just before starting. Then they win
gold medals and become champions. That's merely one example of how the real power of mind can elevate you above any of life's
challenges. By reading this book, you will feel totally that life deserves to be lived and enjoyed every moment and that everything
that you propose for yourself becomes easy for you to fulfill. Nicholas will guide you to touch your longed-for dream and will make
you see life from a new perspective, full of freshness and success. This book helps you step by step, in a natural way, in just 3
minutes a day, to change your misguided way of thinking and to Transcend the Daily Grind, Deal with the Tough Stuff, and
Discover Your Strongest Self. (NOTE: For good, Nicholas keep the price of the book as lower as he can, even if is a hard work
behind this project. A significant portion of the earnings from the sale of the book are used for these purposes: for charity,
volunteer projects, nature restoration, and other inspired ideas to do good where it is needed. If you can not afford to buy the book
please contact Nicholas and he will give you a free copy.) You, also have a bonus in the pages of the book that makes you live
your success by doing a seemingly trivial thing. You will feel the difference. Yes. The Miracle is possible! Get Your Copy Now!
How do you begin your day? All of us have our daily rituals, which have a way of influencing the rest of our day. In her book, The
Daily Grind: GOD With Your Coffee, author Susan Ward Diamond shares stories and reflections gleaned from years of praying
and meditating early each morning over a cup of coffee. Begun as a personal spiritual discipline, Diamond began sharing her
Thoughts for the Day with her congregation by email. Before long, her meditations had made their way around the globe,
encouraging others on their life journey to experience Gods joyful, unconditional love each day. Sometimes painful, sometimes
humorous, always honest, you will find yourself in the stories this pastor has to share. Story is the common thread that binds us to
one another. As the great novelist Willa Cather said, There are only two or three human stories, and they go on repeating
themselves as fiercely as if they had never happened before. Life is difficultin fact, at times it can feel like a grind. But when God is
invited into the daily-ness of our lives, we begin to find a blend that is filled with a marvelous aroma! The Daily Grind: GOD with
Your Coffee will be a great addition to your daywhatever time of the day you choose to read it.
Reflections on the Songs and sayings in scripture.
One Night at the Daily Grind is the story of the coffee bean stowaways: Americano, Latte, Cappuccino and Hammerhead.
Together they plan to make a huge splash in America as The Coffee Bag Band. Find out about what shenanigans these coffee
bean characters get up to at The Daily Grind after the proprietors go home. Reading level is middle school and up.
Swindoll offers amazingly fresh insights about how to live with inexplicable joy in spite of the daily grind. Yes, despite that, choose
joy!
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Do you find yourself stuck at times? Feeling like the days are a grind and you
Are you fed-up with your daily grind? Would you like to escape the demands of a boring, meaninglessness, and chaotic lifestyle?
This writer did and found an adventure he never expected. Once he began to formulate his idea for escape, he became obsessed.
Fantasy had him day dreaming about the precise way he would go about it. If you think you would enjoy traveling in an RV seeing
the country and meeting different people who have similar life challenges, you will enjoy reading this book.
Daily Grace for the Daily Grind is a daily devotional. It follows the calendar with respect to holidays, special days and seasons. It
contains a Scripture Index and a Topic Index for those who wish to use it as a source for Bible Study or sermon material.
Dotted Lined Journal for men and women logging their daily Tasks, Writing, Drawing or Painting.
Comforting and inspiring words from the Psalms and the Proverbs help readers identify and diminish troublesome day-to-day
cares and offer readers inspiration, confidence, and encouragement.
Calling a daily planner a "2019 Daily Planner" is really lame and boring. So, I decided to call it what it really is - the Daily Grind
2019 Daily Planner. I mean, it makes sense right? When someone asks you what book is that, most of us will answer "It's my Daily
Grind 2019". You're busy. Extremely busy. In any case, despite everything, you have to do the laundry, go to work, take the kids to
hockey practice, make supper, clean the house and check homework. How do you remain on track?!? Get this Daily Grind 2019
Daily Planner to keep yourself organized, notwithstanding when individuals keep asking that you do extra stuff that you're, as of
now, far too friggin' busy for! With day by day scheduling to plan your hours, and also an area to plan the daily grind, a section for
future grind, and obviously, any notes for future reference. Use this fun and clever 2019 daily organizer to keep sorted out before
your lose your freakin' mind! Get the 8.5 inch by 11 inch Daily Grind 2019 Daily Planner for yourself and pick up a few more as
Christmas presents or New Year's gifts.
Notebook/Journal to keep you "grinding!" 6x9" and 100 pages. Get through the "Daily Grind" by writing down your thoughts, taking
notes, and staying organized! Keep Grinding!
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